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ABSTRACT
Research and industry leverage digital twins to monitor and control
(cyber-physical) systems in various domains. For their efficient engineering, these twins need to become Systems-of-Systems (SoS), in
which digital twins of smaller systems (e.g., a production machine)
become parts of digital twins of larger systems (e.g., a factory).
Yet, research on digital twins as SoS largely ignores reusing digital
twins in SoS. Based on our experience in engineering digital twins
with experts from various domains related to production systems
engineering, we present insights on the challenges of composing
and integrating that need to be addressed for efficient engineering
of digital twins as SoS. These insights may guide future research
on engineering digital twins as well as practitioners considering
the challenges in building and composing digital twin systems-ofsystems.
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system, e.g., before it exists to explore its design space [23] or during its runtime to optimize its behavior [5]. Despite the plethora
of definitions [14, 18, 22] there is little consensus about what a
DT actually is. This also is reflected in many of the available definitions being (1) ambiguous, by deferring to another undefined
term, such as a “virtual representation” [1], a “computable virtual
abstraction” [28] , or a “a virtual projection of the industrial facility into the cloud” [31]; (2) narrow, by focusing on specific use
cases, domains, or technologies, such as a “digital model of the
real network environment” [12] or a ”virtual representation based
on AR-technology” [25]; or (3) utopian, due to all-encompassing
aspirations, such as an “integrated virtual model of a real-world
system containing all of its physical information” [26], a “complete
digital representation” [24]. As DTs need to become Systems-ofSystems (SoS) (see Figure 1), in which twins of smaller systems (e.g.,
a production machine) become parts of or communicate with twins
of larger systems (e.g., a production line or a factory), this lack of
foundations severely hampers their composition and integration.
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MOTIVATION

Research and industry leverage digital twins (DTs) to monitor and
control (cyber-physical) systems in various domains, including autonomous driving [9], biology [16], medicine [21], smart manufacturing [29], and many more. They promise the tremendous potential
to reduce cost and time and to improve our understanding of the
represented systems. The various DTs serve different purposes,
including analysis [25], control [30], and behavior prediction [17],
and they are used at different times relative to the represented
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Figure 1: Digital twins for different production perspectives
To uncover the challenges in lifting DTs to SoS, we are conducting research on the foundations, engineering, and operations of
DTs the interdisciplinary "Internet of Production"1 (IoP) excellence
cluster together with experts from artificial intelligence, automation, factory planning, human-machine-interaction, mechanical
engineering, and software engineering. In this position paper, we
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present insights from this research on the composition and integration challenges that need to be addressed for an efficient engineering of DTs as SoS. These insights may guide future research on
engineering DTs and practitioners in building and composing DTs.
Next, Section 2 discusses foundations of our understanding of
DTs and illustrates their use as SoS before Section 3 discusses integration challenges and Section 4 concludes.
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DIGITAL TWIN SYSTEMS-OF-SYSTEMS

Research on DTs [4, 19] usually focuses on one of two extremes.
Either contributions – often from automation engineering [11]
or medicine [8] – understand DTs as highly-precise simulation
models used at system design time, or – often from computer science – consider DTs as Internet of Things (IoT) systems capable
of retrieving and operating on data from an observed (original)
system. Sometimes, DTs also are confused with digital shadows [3].
Based on research in the IoP, we distinguish digital shadows from
DTs [4]. Digital shadows [3] are data structures tailored to a specific purpose, e.g., for monitoring device parameters for predictive
maintenance or to facilitate strategic decision making. They are
"shadows" as their contents and structure follow the original system
under the illumination of their specific purpose, i.e., a predictive
maintenance shadow might comprise other information than the
decision-making shadow, but both change with the original system.
DTs [10] are systems themselves. They comprise data, models, and
services to use the original system for a specific purpose [6], which
might include the purposes of digital shadows but can extend to
controlling the original system directly as well. Hence, when the
system changes, the twin changes, and vice versa. To this end, they
may operate on and comprise digital shadows (and more), but they
are software systems.
Often, DTs represent original systems that become integrated
into SoS at some point in time. For instance, the DT of a sensor,
capable of performing predictive maintenance analysis, might be
integrated into a production device capable of the same analysis
while using the sensor’s DT to this effect. The production device
itself might be integrated into a production line for which a DT
performs local production optimization based, among others, on the
maintenance information received from the DTs of the individual
devices. And the production device is integrated into a factory for
which a DT makes strategic decisions about distributing production
tasks based on the information received from the production line
twins. Similarly, DTs of buildings [7] might be vertically composed
into a DT a city [2] or DTs of cars might be integrated horizontally
with another to communicate traffic decisions [20]. Ultimately, the
horizontal integration and vertical composition of DTs yields DT
SoS – and their composition and integration are subject to various
challenges.
An interesting example to discuss different aspects of DTs and
their integration is the production domain. Figure 1 shows one
possible scenario on how to realize different aspects of the physical
world in the digital one. In the physical world, we have machines
on the bottom layer which are organized on shop floors within
factories. In a connected company network, more than one factory
exists which needs to exchange data and provide management
views on more abstract levels.

When creating a digital representation of the physical world,
DTs might be developed for various levels of the real world, e.g.,
separate DTs for different machines which are able to control these
machines, DTs for complete shopfloors, factories, or production
networks that can adapt processes as well as machines. As each
DT needs to interact with different physical objects and follows
different purposes, e.g. machine A needs to optimize the needed
resources and machine B needs to reduce the fault rate, they might
also use different services and need different data and models within
digital shadows derived from the data lake. Moreover, there might
exist DTs for different perspectives in production, e.g., DTs for the
production process, for specific tools, or the produced products
during their complete lifecycle from engineering to delivery and reor upcycling. This heterogeneity leads to a variety of challenges.
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CHALLENGES

One has to overcome several challenges to evolve from DTs of
smaller systems to more complex SoS. Those are related to either
the components and supported functionality of a DT, such as data,
models, services, APIs, access rights, and views, or they are related
to the context of a DT implementation such as implementation
technologies, frameworks, or black-box systems.
1. Horizontal integration of digital twin parts: DTs at least
need to represent their original system. These systems often feature
multiple views on them, even on the same level within the SoS. For
instance, a car DT may feature a driver’s view, a maintenance view,
an insurance view, and a producer’s view. These comprise different
models (e.g., mathematical, computational, artificial intelligence),
services, and data, all of which need to be properly integrated
into the overall DT. Currently, DTs are created ad-hoc, bottomup in a piecemeal fashion, without any automation, systematic
approaches to the integration of its heterogeneous parts, which
makes (i) engineering DTs, (ii) integrating them as SoS by reusing
them overly complicated.
2. Vertical composition of digital twins: Where the engineering
of DTs could be fostered by composing the individual system into
a larger, single SoS, similar conflicts between the comprised data,
models, and services need to be resolved. For instance, (i) the data
of the DT to be embedded might be recorded on different levels of
abstraction or in incompatible granularity, (ii) its services and their
behaviors might contradict the behaviors of the DT it should be
embedded in, and (iii) the models by being incompatible. Where
multiple DTs of an original system are supported, their composition
to an SoS is subject to the same challenges, but with the twist of
all DTs of the same original system aspiring to be the true DT for
their respective (potentially overlapping) views.
3. Composition of DTs for different perspectives: The main
focus of DTs are specific cyber-physical systems such as a machine
or tool. In recent years, the concept of DTs is also transferred to
humans, organizations, and decision processes. They might exist in
parallel, e.g., DTs for the workers in the production process along
with DTs for the machines and products. Integrating these different
perspectives is challenging, as their existing services, visualizations,
and data might have no explicitly defined connections.
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4. Connection of independently developed systems to a
system-of-system: How the integration of DTs is possible is
also related to the accessibility of the implementation, e.g., the
DT for a machine was developed in-house, the DT at the factory
level uses defined applications, such as SAP HANA. If applications
are only available as a black box, at least defined interfaces must
exist for the integration. However, aspects such as necessary
visualizations or rights management must then be realized in a
merging implementation.
5. Different lifecycle representations of the original system:
Integrating multiple DTs to an SoS, e.g., integrating the production
device DTs into a factory DT, requires (i) being aware of, and (ii)
harmonizing the potentially different lifecycle phases that the DTs
represent their original systems for. Some DTs represent their OS asdesigned [13], some as-manufactured [24], some as-operated [27].
These different representations not only might use different data,
services, and models (e.g., as-designed often uses CAD and simulation models whereas as-operated often uses software models)
but also focus on different aspects of the OS and require different
connections to it (as-designed often connects to simulation models
whereas as-operated often connects to the real OS). Considering
their different representation phases, hence, is vital when lifting
DTs to SoS.
6. Protection of intellectual property: DTs not only comprise
intellectual property (IP) in form of the data and models about their
OS but also in form of their behavior and services. While integrating
DTs to SoS across company boundaries or when selling a systems
DT together with the system, this IP must be protected as the DT
otherwise might leak valuable information. Yet, to integrate DTs
into meaningfully operating SoS, they need to provide some data,
models, and services to the overall SoS. This conflict of goals has
to be solved systematically to foster the (automated) integration of
DTs into SoS.
7. Privacy aspects of data: DTs have to handle data and models
of the original system. When integrating DTs to SoSs, DT engineers have to make clear in which DT data can be used on which
aggregation level, especially if data of human workers is used in
combination with the original system. The use of their data has
to be restricted to specific purposes regarding the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). When integrating DTs it may be
necessary to aggregate the data or use it for other purposes, which
leads to the need to consider the use of the data in each DT and evaluate whether to implement anonymization or pseudonymization
techniques.
8. Rights and roles in the integrated DT: When integrating DTs,
existing rights and roles have to be evaluated for the resulting SoS.
Approaches such as simple inheritance of rights to other levels
of abstraction might not be sufficient, as new roles might occur,
old roles might become obsolete and new rights for services that
only exist on other abstraction levels might have to be introduced.
This hinders a fully automatic integration of rights and roles as it
requires an additional requirements analysis phase and individual
realizations.
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9. Composition of heterogeneous twin implementations: DTs
provide various services related to the original system, which are
implemented in manifold ways depending on the purpose of the
service, coding expertise of the engineer, or toolchain used to implement the DT. For instance, when the DT is used for simulation
purposes, it may be implemented using CAD, whereas when it has
to analyze and act on occurring data, the service may be implemented using python together with a data interface to the original
system. A domain expert who has no or limited coding expertise
may employ model-driven techniques to describe his DT, whereas
a software engineer may use more expressive general-purpose languages. For DTs of SoS to be fully integrated, their composition
has to overcome these implementation differences by providing
appropriate interfaces, or composition mechanisms.
10. Conflicting constraints and requirements: Services provided by DTs rely on constraints and requirements associated with
their purpose to the original system. These constraints can be conflicting when composing the services in a DT of an SoS. For instance,
DTs on the machine or shopfloor level have real-time constraints
and act on raw data that result in requirements for data acquisition
and its efficiency, use of real-time capable communication protocols
with the physical asset, etc. In contrast, the DTs on the factory level
act on an abstracted set of data that does not require real-time or a
highly efficient way of gathering data. Instead, on this level, data
privacy and quality are important. When designing a DT of SoS
these layers have to share their constraints and requirements to
identify and solve possible conflicts.
11. Hierarchical functional abstraction: DTs act on all levels of
the modern production world (see Figure 1). The different levels
of the physical world imply different levels of abstraction of functionality within the corresponding DTs. For instance, a DT at the
machine level requires functionality that enables it to connect and
fetch data from the CPS in real-time. In contrast, the DT of a factory
does not require real-time capability but instead provides functionality for factory management. Thus, when composing these two
DTs, it is important that despite both services being integrated, i.e.,
the management gets notified when the data connection is broken,
that the functionality of the services is separated in the intended
level of abstraction.
12. Composition of interfaces DT2DT and DT2CPS: Formerly
independent DTs may use different communication interfaces with
different communication strategies, e.g., push, pull, continuous,
synchronous, or asynchronous, between (1) the DT to the cyberphysical system, (2) the DT to the Data Lake (3) or in terms of a
DT of SoS, the DT to other DTs. When composing these DTs into a
larger DT of SoS, these interfaces need to be composed and conflicts
have to be resolved.
13. Interoperability of models and simulation environments:
When realizing a DT and its services various modeling techniques
and simulation environments are available. When integrating these
twins and their services, also their models and simulation environments need to be interoperable to properly work together in
a DT of SoS. Ideally, this works in a black-box fashion without
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modification. There are already approaches towards this challenge
with co-simulation [15] using the functional mock-up interface.
14. Integration of graphical user interfaces: The integration of
DTs makes it necessary to integrate graphical user interfaces and
provide advanced views with zoom-in and zoom-out capabilities.
This works well for the vertical integration of DTs on different levels
of abstraction as their existing interfaces can be combined using
according to navigation functionality. The horizontal integration of
DTs on the same level of abstraction is more challenging, as a new
graphical interface has to be developed to provide user-friendly
visualization and interaction possibilities.
15. Heterogeneous technology-stack and different distribution patterns of DTs: When composing different DTs, their heterogeneous technology stack and different distribution patterns
such as Fog, Cloud, or Edge implementations on the machine are a
big challenge. This would require mappings and migration between
these technological realizations. Another challenge here is the effects on performance, e.g., the interaction of the DT for a machine
responses faster than in the cloud on the factory level. As time is
an important factor for interacting with DTs, this migration might
also result in losing real-time abilities.

4

CONCLUSION

For their efficient engineering, individual digital twin systems must
become composable to systems-of-systems of interconnected digital
twins. To realize the vision of efficiently engineering digital twin
systems-of-systems requires overcoming these challenges. Based on
our experiences, with interdisciplinary research on digital twins in
the Internet of Production excellence cluster, addressing horizontal
integration, vertical composition, and composition of digital twins
from different perspectives will have greater impact on the efficient
engineering of digital twins and should be pursued urgently.
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